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5. SURVEY RESULTS
 

5.1. Economic Activity, Revenue and Sizes of the Organizations Having
Implemented Investments in the Real Assets

The 81.6 % out of the industrial, transport and communication organizations covered by
the survey implemented an economic activity at the observation period, the 16.6%- was not
active, while the 1.8% was not found out  (Annex 2, Tables 1, 2).

Distribution of the surveyed organizations by operating and not being discovered factors is
reflected in the Diagram 2.
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Diagram 2. Distribution of the surveyed organizations by operating and not
being found out factor. 

         

   The 61.5% of the organizations covered by the survey is located in Yerevan city. Their
economic activity is comparatively higher (82.9%) than the average republican and lower than
the share of not active organizations (14.5%). Meanwhile, the 62.5% of the surveyed active
organizations is located in Yerevan city, 7.8 per cent- Kotayk, 5.6 per cent- Shirak, 5.1 per cent-
Lori marzes (Annex 2, Tables 3, 4).

Kotayk marz (7.6%) takes the second place in the organizations’ coverage in the survey,
where the economic activity of organizations is higher than the average republican and
comprised 83.8%. Among the surveyed organizations the higher economic activity is
characteristic of organizations located in Syunik marz (88.2%). Economic activity of the
organizations is low in Vayots Dzor, Armavir and Gegharkunik marzes, where the location of
organizations fluctuates 1,9-3.2% (Annex 2, Tables 3, 4).

Economic activity of the organizations discovered by the survey is different by marzes and
reflected in the Diagram 3. 
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Diagram 3. Economic activity of the industrial, transport and communication
organizations discovered by the survey, by marzes.

It is noticeable that about 77% of the active organizations covered by the survey was
engaged in industrial activity, 11%- transport, 2%- communication, while 10%- other (Annex 2,
Tables 3, 4). 

The prevalent share of volume of net revenue from realisation of the product (work),
services of the active organizations covered by the survey accrued to organizations of Yerevan
city (73.1%), by the way, it comprised 62.6% in industry, 97.4% - in transport, 97.0% - in
communication (Annex 2, Tables 5,6). The given indicators are comparably higher in the
organizations of Kotayk marz (15.3%). Distribution by marzes of net revenue of the active
organizations covered by the survey is reflected in the Diagram 4.
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Diagram 4. Distribution of net revenue of the active organizations by marzes.

It should be indicated that more than 80% of the active industrial organizations included in
the survey, by number of employees, comprised micro and small organizations. Among transport
and communication organizations, this indicator comprised 54.1 and 77.2 per cent. 

Distribution of organizations having implemented investments in the real assets, by
number of employees, is characterised in the below mentioned Table 3.

Table 3
Distribution of the Active Industrial, Transport and Communication Organizations

Involved in the Survey, by Number of Employees

Number of organizations Distribution, %
Industry

Total 1231 100
 including

micro -                  up to 5 employees 489 39,7
small -                      6- 50 employees  500 40,6
medium -              51-100 employees  105 8,5
big -            100 and more employees    137 11,1

Transport
Total 168 100

including
micro -                  up to 5 employees 58 34,5
small -                      6- 15 employees  33 19,6
medium -                16-30 employees 30 17,9
big -              30 and more employees    47 28

Communication
Total 36 100

including
micro -                  up to 5 employees 18 50
small -                      6- 15 employees  8 22,2
medium -                16-30 employees 4 11,1
big -              30 and more employees    6 16,7
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